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Work Standard
2-3” Mainline

WORK STANDARDS: 2”-3” Mainline
Key Task

Best Practices

Lay out & throw pipe

§ Safety first
§ Call Dig Alert for utility locate &
§
§
§

pothole to minimize spotter.
Establish target and flag or
gypsum out production route.
Discuss potential issues (e.g.,
utilities) with crew.
Lay out pipe using pipe trailer. If
possible, schedule deliveries to
point of use and lay out pipe
directly off delivery truck.

Trench

§ Trench non-stop until you hit the
§

§
§
Fit pipe

day’s target.
Always use trencher UNLESS
working near utilities, or on a steep
slope, or digging deeper than 36”,
then use a mini-ex or backhoe
Use spotter ONLY when trenching
near utilities.
Level the trench ONLY if it is not
deep enough.

§ Fit pipe or glue pipe outside of the
§

§
§

trench then place in trench.
Glue together with pipe size and
information facing up so it can be
inspected easily from outside the
trench if needed.
Pre-fabricate the stub-ups outside
of the trench.
Install gate valves, joints and thrust
blocks per plan.

WORK STANDARDS: 2”-3” Mainline
Key Task

Best Practices

Lay wire

§ Lay wire next to mainline in
§
§

trench.
Use wire trailer or wire tree on
back of pickup truck to minimize
the number of runs required.
Tie wires together with electrical
tape every 8’/per spec.

Backfill

§ If inspection is required, center-load all
§
§

pipe; otherwise backfill same day.
If laterals can be installed in the same
trench, do so before completing the
backfilling.
Use front blade of trencher, grading tractor
or skid steer to backfill unless on steep
slope then use mini-x/backhoe or dozer.

Compaction

§ Add moisture to soil during backfill using
§

water truck, hose or irrigation system for
compaction.
Use mini-ex or backhoe with wheel or
whacker to compact.

DAILY PRODUCTION TABLE : 2”-3”Mainline
Optimal crew size

Trench rate (LF/HR)

Crew size*
1 Trencher

4

6

8

60-100
LF/HR

420-700 LF

420-700 LF

420-700 LF

100-200
LF/HR

<700 LF

700-1,400 LF

700-1,400 LF

200-300
LF/HR

<700 LF

700-1,400 LF

1400- 2,100 LF

300-400
LF/HR

<700 LF

700-1,400 LF

1,400- 2,100 LF

Daily production and crew size
Daily production (LF)
2,500
8 men

2,000
1,500

6 men

1,000
4 men

500
0
50
100
150
Trench rate (LF/HR)

200

250

300

350

400

* Includes foreman. Based on a 7- hour production day. Requires separate equipment to be used for
trenching and backfilling to maximize production

CREW QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS – Mainline
Crew
size*

Crew Details
1 Foreman

4

1 Trencher operator
Team A: 1 Operator** and 1 Laborer (pipe-fitting, wire-laying, and
backfill and compact)

1 Foreman
1 Trencher operator
6

Team A: 1 Pipefitter and 1 Laborer (pipe-fitting)
Team B: 1 Operator** and 1 Laborer (wire-lay and backfill and
compact)

1 Foreman
1 Trencher operator
8

Team A: 1 Pipefitter and 1 Laborer (pipe-fitting)
Team B: 1 Pipefitter and 1 Laborer (pipe-fitting, wire-lay)
Team C: 1 Operator** and 1 Laborer (backfill and compact)
Note: This team will have to stagger their start by 1-3 hours
depending on the trench rate

Qualifications
Foreman:
□ trencher/mini-ex/backhoe
□ grading tractor

Trencher operator:
□ trencher/mini-ex/backhoe
□ grading tractor

Operator
□ Backfill operator (grading tractor, trencher, mini-ex or whacker)
Pipefitter
□ Experienced pipe-fitter
□ Experienced wire-layer
* Includes foreman. Based on a 7- hour production day. Requires separate equipment to be used for
trenching and backfilling to maximize production
** Operator may be a replaced by a pipefitter if separate equipment for backfill is not on site

